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Management: rapid
innovation

Emergent and novel hardware
and software tools and
techniques, particularly projects
which will identify future trends
and disruptive technologies

Advanced tools facilitating
communications during the
research process, for example
within research communities,
between research peers,
engagement with wider
audiences such as the general
public.
Projects to build upon existing
vocabularies that support
academic disciplines, to develop
exemplars demonstrating the
support of the semantics of a
discipline.
A project to synthesise lessons
from the enhancement of
research vocabularies, and
ensure that those lessons and
best practice are made available
to guide others in similar
endeavours.

Total £400,000
Appendix B1
Three ± five
projects
Between £75,000
and £160,000
each
Jun 2012 ± March
2013
Total £200,000
Appendix B2
Up to three
projects
Up to £100,000
each
Jun 2012 ± March
2013

plan a

Total £300,000
Appendix B3
Up to five projects
Up to £70,000
each
Jun 2012 ± Jan
2013
Total £50,000
One project
Jun 2012 ± March
2013

Appendix B4

So, a nice bounded project, to tie together
existing and developing astronomy thesauri, and
think about sustaining it for the future.
Appendix C

Then JISC got its funds for this call halved at the last moment
Projects to lower the barriers to
the adoption of CERIF in the
sector, thereby allowing
institutions to streamline and
lower the cost of managing their
research activities.
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Total £240,000
Up to eight
projects
Up to £30,000
each
Jun 2012 ± Nov

Appendix C

boooo!!!
hisssss!!!
So, what _was_ plan a?

where we are
IAU’s 1993 thesaurus has ~3000 terms, but is out of
date and unmaintained (too large to be useful?)
Rick Hessman’s IVOAT as an IAU-93 update
IVOA REC: http://www.ivoa.net/Documents/latest/
Vocabularies.html (inc. 4 x 300-term thesauri)
IoPP and AIP have advanced drafts of professionallydeveloped all-physics thesauri (donate astro subsets)
VOTheory WG is developing thesauri for data access
(Le Petit talk, Tuesday 09:00; & Wednesday 14:00)
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...useful with then technology
donation offer still open?
REC includes vocabs
IOP/AIP thesauri both have IAU-93 & journals in their lineage

use cases for ads
A consistent keyword system covering all publishers
represented in ADS
Text-mining ADS’s full-text, building on thesaurus
concepts
Semantic query expansion
Intelligent faceted filtering
Recommendations and notifications
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use-cases for publishers
pass good metadata to ADS; helps discoverability
enhance end-user experience in a publisher-agnostic
way
richer links to datasets
experiment with thesauri; think about ontology
possibilities
create links to grants and funders (eg FundRef)
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so, goals
identify & resolve incompatibilities between
(astronomy parts of) existing thesauri
‘productise’ the resulting thesaurus (need ‘full’ +
‘core’ division?)
develop a stable maintenance process, mediating
between publishers’ and community’s needs and
expertise (technical and procedural problems)
identify and prototype exemplar applications
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process
Need centralised editorial and release management
...while encouraging contributions/edits/additions/
deletions from the community
...and ideally not developing any new software.
Reconciling the existing thesauri will prototype this
process: indicates what long-term maintenance looks
like
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plan b

any ideas?

questions

We thought this was 12–15 staff months of effort;
does that sound plausible?
Anyone disagree with the status and goals?
How much community involvement is necessary, or
desirable, or manageable?
Norman Gray, http://nxg.me.uk
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we asked for 9 staff-months; more from IoP & ADS

